
Be ready for what’s ahead 
with Lenovo services,  
the latest Lenovo devices 
running Windows 11, and the 
built-in, hardware-enhanced 
security features of the 
Intel® Evo™ vPro® platform. 

Building a more 
resilient future 
together.



Lenovo has a broad portfolio of solutions 
designed to help organizations scale, grow, 
and thrive in challenging times by freeing 
up internal IT resources, strengthening 
security across the enterprise, and unleashing 
workforce productivity. 

Plus, with Lenovo TruScale,™ our entire 
portfolio of IT solutions — from the data 
center to the pocket — is available  
“as a service.” One solution, one contract 
framework, and one single point  
of accountability.

TruScale simplifies the procurement, 
deployment, and management of modern IT 
infrastructures, giving IT teams the flexibility, 
security, and control they need to deliver 
the performance and capabilities that drive 
growth and competitive advantage.

The Lenovo ThinkPad® X1 Titanium Yoga  
features the Intel® Evo™ vPro® platform for an 
exceptional thin and light business PC experience

Ensuring business 
continuity in a 
hybrid world
Businesses across every industry have been 
through some significant changes in recent times. 
The shift to hybrid work has forced companies to 
rethink how they operate at a fundamental level, 
and there’s no going back. 

of IT decision-makers 
expect at least 50%  
of work will be done  
outside a traditional  
office going forward.1

83

of IT leaders struggle  
to balance business innovation  
and operational excellence.3

76

This shift to hybrid work has put IT teams in  
a difficult situation. More time spent managing  
the day-to-day issues and the increased security 
requirements of remote workers mean less time  
for the transformational IT projects that 
move organizations forward and prepare 
them for long-term success. 

of mainstream businesses  
feel unprepared for a  
long-term remote and hybrid  
workforce environment.2

97



Smart Fleet Services 
Get seamless, transparent 
management of endpoint devices 
that empowers your users to get 
the job done every day and free  
up your IT resources.

• Device management
• Asset management
• Policy and compliance
• Software and license 

management
• Patching and software 

distribution
• Digital experience management
• Predictive/proactive 

management
• Application packaging

Free up  
your IT team  
for mission- 
critical work

Lenovo Managed Services is a  
comprehensive and scalable suite  
of managed solutions that empower 
organizations to embrace the demands of 
modern IT. By outsourcing common IT tasks 
and functions on an ongoing basis through  
a flexible consumption model, internal IT teams 
are free to work on the critical projects that  
will move the organization forward. 

Smart Service Desk

Resolve issues quickly and efficiently, no matter 
where your users or devices are working.

• 24/7 help desk
• Self-help solutions

The average time  
to resolve a help  
desk ticket.4

82 hours

• Online services catalog
• Service management

Smart Managed Security  
by ThinkShield 
Get automated and intelligent 
security down to the device.

• Endpoint tracking  
and remote wiping

• Endpoint security
• Antivirus and encryption 

management
• Privilege management
• Identity management

Smart Managed Solutions 
Everything you might need  
for long-term support of the  
hybrid/remote workforce  
from one trusted partner.

• Onsite field services
• Executive/VIP services
• Provisioning services
• Asset recovery services
• Professional IT residency service
• Staff augmentation
• Virtual desktop

The average time an IT  
engineer spends deskside  
on a new device deployment.6

297 minutes

The Intel® Evo™ vPro® platform  
in the ThinkPad® X1 Carbon delivers 
efficient remote manageability 

The average time lost  
per user each year due to  
unexpected IT issues.5

50 hours



The ThinkShield security portfolio — powered by 
the built-in hardware-enhanced security features 
of the Intel® Evo™ vPro® platform — safeguards  
the entire lifecycle of a device, layering protections 
for holistic and comprehensive security coverage.  
It is built on a set of core beliefs about how  
best to serve the evolving security needs of  
your business teams.

ThinkShield  
is ready.

Strong security fundamentals  
allow IT to drive growth. 
When IT spends less time on updates and 
password resets, they can serve a more critical 
role as drivers of innovation and growth.

Security that interferes with 
productivity is unacceptable. 
If device security slows down your employees, 
they’ll find ways to circumvent it. The best 
solutions stay out of their way.

Innovation must not  
outpace security. 
Every technological advancement opens an 
organization up to new threats — and the 
hackers are ready to exploit them. Security 
solutions must be able to adapt.

Comprehensive solutions  
reduce costs and pay returns. 
Technical debt accumulates when you attempt 
to solve one security issue at a time with 
solutions that weren’t designed to work together. 
Customizable, end-to-end solutions reduce sunk 
costs and create new cost efficiencies.

ThinkPad® P14s i  
Mobile Workstation



Advanced solutions 
across four categories 

ThinkShield  
Built-in Platform Security*
• Intel® Evo™ vPro® platform

• Microsoft Secured-core PC-ready

• Secure wipe

• Self-healing BIOS

• Tamper switch

• Security Engine

• Webcam privacy shutter

• Windows 11 Hello and FIDO2

ThinkShield  
Device Protection
•  Fingerprint reader with  

match-on-chip 

• IR camera

• Keep Your Drive service 

•  PrivacyGuard with PrivacyAlert   
(shoulder surfing protection)

ThinkShield  
Threat and Data Protection
•  Full-disk encryption and 

management 

•  SentinelOne® AI-powered 
antivirus

ThinkShield  
Security Management
•  Absolute® software-based 

endpoint management

• IoT endpoint protection

• MobileIron mobile-centric,  
   zero-trust security

• Lenovo Device as a Service

•  Lenovo Commercial Vantage  
device management portal

A comprehensive portfolio of 
end-to-end security tools that 
encompasses hardware, software, 
services, and processes.

What is  
ThinkShield?

Security by Design
Security begins in R&D and extends 
through our supply chain and the  
lifecycle of every device we build.

Secure Supply Chain
Every step of the manufacturing  
process is controlled, audited,  
and tamper-proof from our facility  
to your employees’ desks.

of security pros are 
focused on detection, 
but protection can 
save businesses up  
to $1.4M per attack.7

76%
Only 38% of global 
organizations believe 
they are prepared 
for a sophisticated 
cyberattack.8

38% * Security features for devices built 
on the Intel® Evo™ vPro® platform.
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What if you could resolve technical issues  
before they happened?

Get ahead of IT  
issues with Lenovo  
Device Intelligence

Lenovo Device Intelligence Plus  
adds enhanced insights, alerts, 
reports, analytics, and more 
options for issue remediation. 

For a deeper level of insight  
into PC health, get increased 
functionality such as:

• Digital user experience scoring

• Asset optimization insights

• Productivity impact   
 assessments

• Asset optimization insights

• Root cause analyses 

• Peer benchmark comparisons  
 and more

The ThinkPad® T14s 
features the Intel® 
Evo™ vPro® platform 
for business-class 
stability and reliability

Lenovo DaaS programs can  
also include Lenovo Device 
Intelligence, a cloud-based SaaS  
that incorporates both proactive 
device insights and predictive 
analytics capabilities using AI- 
enabled technology with reporting  
and dashboard functionality.

Easy-to-read reports and  
alerts to IT when devices fail  
(or are at risk of failure)

A single pane of glass for 
IT admins to see all current 
device failures and those 
predicted to fail across their 
fleet, along with solutions  
to resolve:

• Hardware issues  
 (HDD, SSD, batteries)

• Blue screens of death   
 (BSODs)

• Issues that cause  
 performance  
 degradation (system  
 slowdown or hang)



Discover the  
smarter simplicity of 
Device as a Service 
Take the next step to seamlessly 
enable your workforce and let 
Lenovo take care of everything — 
all for one affordable, predictable 
monthly fee. 

Choose from the latest Lenovo 
devices with Windows 11 and the 
Intel® Evo™ vPro® platform — built  
for what IT needs and users want. 
Focus on business priorities instead 
of IT management.

of respondents in a recent 
global survey indicated 
they were interested in  
a DaaS solution.9

Lenovo DaaS  
A refreshingly  
simple approach to  
device management

63%

ThinkCentre® M90a 
All-in-One

ThinkPad® X1 Nano

Free up capital  
and improve  
employee productivity. 

Get end-to-end 
services and support 
that precisely match 
your needs. 

Enjoy the simplicity 
of one predictable 
monthly fee.

Easily add or  
remove devices  
from your plan. Pause 
your service as business 
needs change.



The Lenovo ThinkPad® X1 Titanium Yoga  
features the Intel® Evo™ vPro® platform  
for remarkable responsiveness, instant  
wake, and long real-world battery life

Visit www.lenovo.com/BusinessContinuity and 
connect with a solution specialist. We can help 
customize the right solution for your business.

Evolve and  
thrive with 
Lenovo solutions

Free up your 
time to innovate.

IT leaders do more than support users.  
You accelerate progress. 
Business continuity gives organizations a competitive edge. 
Lenovo’s broad portfolio of device and service solutions speeds 
technological progress without impeding the employee experience.

Business continuity isn’t a cost —  
it’s an investment that drives returns. 
With Lenovo solutions in place, IT will spend less time setting up, 
monitoring, and securing devices, and more time implementing 
breakthrough technology.

Security solutions keep IT teams  
agile and ahead of the game. 
You don’t have to play catch-up. ThinkShield solutions prepare  
you for tomorrow’s threats with PCs that can defend themselves.

https://techtoday.lenovo.com/ww/en/business-continuity-large-enterprise
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